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You may be interested to have the enclosed
copy of a minute by the Military Attache regarding
a conversation with the Chief of General Staff on
the Suez Canal and. the situation in the Middle East
in general.

I am sending a copy of this letter to the
Chanceries in Cairo, Damascus and Amman.

•?.u.
E.M. Rose, Esq.. , C.M. G-. ,

Levant Department,
Foreign Office,S* W. 1

(R. W. J.Hooper)



SECRET

THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST

On the 1st'September, I raised with, the C.G.S. the
question of Egypt. I said that we had not discussed this
subject together since the beginning of the month, that I had
seen in to-day's paper that a meeting between the West and
Egypt was going to be held on Monday and that I wondered what
were his reactions. He started a little charily, but then
began to talk. He said that, in his opinion, it was not a
question of the Suez Canal any more, but a battle for power
between Russia, India and Egypt and the West to destroy British
prestige'in the Middle East. If the Suez Canal situtation
was settled, then there would only be something else to follow.

2. I then asked whether he thought that Nasser would lose
sufficient face as a result of any solution that might arise
at this meeting. This, he considered, would not be the case.
Nasser, in the eyes of the public, was definitely becoming
more and more of a hero. Western policy was inclined to be
weak - particularly the Americans, who were too kind. He then
discussed the Americans. He described "Byroad", who he said
was a West Point man, chosen to talk with the Egyptians on
a military to military basis. He had strongly advised against
Byroad. He mentioned Eveland, who he said was now a big man
in Damascus. On my query, he confirmed that this was an
Assistant Military Attache in Iraq.. (He was here until
September 1952, and, if I remember rightly, was not pro-British,)
He said that the younger American generation was emotional and
its opinions biased its judgement.

3. I then got him back to Iraq, and asked whether he
thought this hero-worshipping of Nasser applied to the Iraqis.
He confirmed that it did to the man in the street and said that
the feeling was genuine. I asked if it applied to the Army
and he said that the Army was different in that it was more
disciplined. Down to Brigade Command and Battalion Command
level, though emotionally there might be one opinion, reason
confirmed the line that should, be taken. Below that level,
he thought the situation might be different. This feeling for
Nasser would gradually seep up the higher ranks if the situation
did not change. However, he was not worried about the Army,
because in two or three weeks he would have them running about
on exercises and when that happened they forgot about these
things.

L\.t I then asked how he thought the situation affected our
friends the Jordanians. He said that there was a split between
the King and All Abu Nuwar. On my querying this he s aid that
they had had signs of it. He then said the Iling is mad and
repeated this. Ali Abu Nuwar was also mad, but it was a
different kind of madness; he was playing with both sides.
After he had had a few whiskies, he had told the Delegation
which recently visited Jordan, that what he wanted from the Arab
States - and this was including Iraq - was money. This blatant
expression of Nuwar's views had obviously impressed the C.Q-. S.
very unfavourably. He said that if the present situation in Suez
was settled in the right way (I inferred that if the British took
a firm policy line), then Jordan would make overtures to us.
lie then said that if we put in one battalion at Aqaba and a
little pressure from the""Iraqis, and Jordan would be finished.
Then, the Sues situation having been cleared up, Syria could be
dealt with.
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SUEZ CANAL COMPAKY

Monsieur Georges-Pieot is to see the Secretary

of State this morning. He will no doubt say what

instructions he intends to propose that the Company

should send to their non-Egyptian staff after the

meetings of the Management Committee on Monday and of

the Board on Tuesday. These will presumably involve

the cessation of work by non-Egyptian staff not later

than Saturday next (September 15).

2. The Secretary of State will wish to inform Monsieur

Georges-Picot of H.M.Government's agreement that there

should be no further appeals to the British staff to

remain at work against their will.

5. On the other hand v/e do not wish the Canal to become

unusable. The diversion of a certain amount of shipping

round the Cape may be acceptable for a time, but we wish

to keep the figures of British tonnage transitting the

Canal as high as possible. And we intend our ships to

continue to go through in disregard of the new Egyptian

authority.

k. We have therefore been considering whether any means

could be devised for enlisting the help of the Company's

British pilots after they had left Egypt.

Would it be practicable, for instance, to send

convoys of British ships through in both directions?

Can the same pilot handle a ship throughout its

transit?

How close to the Canal would the pilots have to be

based?

What volume Q shipping could be handled in this way?
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5. In answering these questions Monsieur Georges-

Picot may raise others. In particular:

(a) Whether it is our idea that the pilots

would be working under the control of

the Company.

(b) Whether we intend to include any shipping of

other friendly powers (other than Prance, who

has more pilots than we have) in the new system.

6. To some extent these two questions are interdependent.

I suggest the answers are roughly: that we are of course

concerned with the freedom of all shipping to use the

Canal; but that we are faced with an emergency in which

we may have to improvise purely British action for a time;

and that it would be inappropriate for the Company as such

to be involved in this. We have certainly assumed hitherto

that the Company should not play any part in the new

international arrangements; and to give it a new lease

f̂ life now would almost certainly conflict with the plans

we hope to make in the near future for the payment of dues.

(H.Beeley)
September 8. 1956
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Suez Canal

The Italian Minister called on me this morning to

see, as he put it, whether I had any information to give

him.

2. I gave Signor. Prunas a general indication of what we

had heard from Mr. Menzies. I made it clear that so far

I had seen no confirmation of press reports regarding an

Egyptian counter proposal^, though it seemed to me only

too likely that Nasser would counter with something like

the Indian resolution. I had seen no account as yet of

Mr. Menzies1 reported conversation with the diplomatic

representatives of the 17 other Powers in Cairo.

3. I also told Signor Prunas in general terms about

yesterday's meeting of the North Atlantic Council. Signor

Prunas tried to draw me on the question of the Security

Council and on economic measures. I confined myself to

saying that the Secretary of State had referred to both

possibilities yesterday. After mentioning that I was glad

to have had a few words with Signor Alessandrini in Paris,

I drew Signor Prunas1 attention to Rome telegram No. 603 of

September 5. I said that coming on top of Signor Martino's

unqualified support for the U.S. proposals this statement

of Italian policy gave us the greatest satisfaction.

Speaking strictly for myself, I added that I was relieved

to s.ee that Italy's attitude was clear-cut and was not

based on the belief that she could and should somehow

keep a private line open to Cairo*

4. Speaking of the general situation in the Middle East,

Signor Prunas said that when Nasser had been eliminated the

Italian Government would wish to help Egypt and, indeed,

/other
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other countries in the area to the "best of her ability.

Massive aid would be needed. I replied that I quite

understood this and thought that H.M. &. would wish Italy

to play a part in any efforts to help countries of the

Middle East. We were in the same boat. We might go under

for a short while but we would ride out-the storm together

and come in on the crest of the wave.

Copies tos-
(A. D. M. R&ss)

Sept ember 6. 1956.

Mr. Reilly
Sir J. Ward
Southern Department
African Department

Subsequently on the Secretary of State's instructions

I telephoned to Signer Prunas saying that I was authorised

to repeat to him officially as from Mr. Selwyn Lloyd the

statement which I had made this morning. I then r epeated

the sentence which I have sidelined.

(A. D. 1. Boss)
Sept ember 6, 1956>

-X
•?.<=*.



FOREIGN .OFFICE TO CAIRO..

Cypher/OTP and By Bag.

Ho: .2658
September 2* 1956.

D: 1,02" p.m. S@pt@iibtr 2$ 1956.

CfOpTOiriAL.

AddrissM .to Cairo telegram, lo:, gftffi i.aCiiiii.S.eptf.Bber . JL
Repeated for information to: Washington [Priority],

and Sa?ing to? Furls lo: 3089*

CANAL.

Mr. Menzies held a meeting of representatives of the
18 powers last sight, in order to explain the proetdure whieh
h@ would follow in Cairo, France and Ethiopia did not
stnd representatives*

2. Mr. Henzles said his first task would b© to fix a
timetable with Pawgi. He did not intend to become engaged
in long-drawn out discussions, but. he hinted that the talks
might perhaps last a wcnk. He intended after ths first
m®@ting to hand Nasser a short §yiA§«»ialmorlgg in order to •
explain-* the spirit in whieh the Cofflmissiou • entering
on the negotiations* One® the Commission had pat Its case
fully to Hasssr, he would hand him a .further
setting out the Commission's vitws In detail*
Gomission would thus be is & position to refute
ST3bsfqti@itvmisrefreseitati9is.Hi hoped to haft prifate
talks with I&sger, at whieh he could pot things
frankly than in a full mteting*

3. H@ intended to stress to Nasser the depth of feeling
whieh.had been aroustd by this guestion and the extremely
sfrioias "decision which Nasser would be making if he rejected
the Commission's proposals.

4. He hoptd that it would b® possible to avoid
giving publicity to the details of the discussions, but the
Commission would be bound to publish their version if the
Egyptians published.

5. In reply to a gu@stion, Mr. Msnzies it clear
that his breaking point would be on ths prinoiplt of
national management and control*
JJJJJ
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EL-XOM September 8, "195 6V

This is the real situation between the Menzies Committee
and Egypt

Mohamad Hassanein Heikal's Investigations^

Has the Menzies Committee

This is the question in which informed circles in Cairo shared concern
after the news reiterated in London, Paris and Cairo yesterday about the
failure of the Menzies Committee in its mission in Egypt,

In the opinion of these informed circles, those who talk about the success
or failure of the Menzies Committee in fact go beyond the limits of the mission
entrusted to this Committee and thrust upon it powers Y/hich the Committee did
not claim for itself at any time.

In fact the mission for which the Menzies Committee came to Egypt is very
clear in Menzies1 letter in which he asked in the name of the Committee to meet
President Gamal Jibdel Nasser. It is also quite clear in the President's reply
to this request.

Menzies .said word for word: "The Committee on which I have the honour to
preside has asked me to communicate to you its desire to meet you to present
and explain to you the viewpoint of the Governments which appointed it
concerning the Suez Canal question. The Committee would like to know urgently
whether you agree to meet it for this purpose".

President Gamal Abdel Nasser, in his reply to the Committee, used the same
words which Menzies used in his letter to hJjn .... The President said word for
word: "I beg to inform you that I have received your message in which you
inform me of the desire of the Committee presided over by you to meet me, to
present and explain the viewpoint of the Governments mentioned in your message
concerning the Suez Canal question, I agree to the Committee's request to
meet me".

These are the limits drawn up for the Menzies Committee. To present and
explain to the president of the Egyptian Republic. In the nature of these
limits, there can be no question of the success or failure of the Committee.

The question is:

Has the Committee performed its mission or not, whether because
it could not explain its viewpoint, or because it did not have the
opportunity to explain it?

The answer to this question is:

The Committee has performed its mission. It presented the viev^point
of the Governments which delegated it and explained it. It was given
every opportunity to say all it had to say.

And so the Committee's mission did not include what some people imagined
it did, lor example, its mission did not include the task of lessening the
tension, for the reasons of this tension are not to be found in Egypt*
Moreover, it is not in the hands of the Committee; the reasons for the tension
being the fever of force which afflicted the authorities in London and ParisJ
For example, its mission did not include the task of twisting Egypt's ami to
make her accept its proposals. For example, its mission did not include the
task of opening the door of negotiations with Egypt for various reasons, the
first of which is that the Committee had not been charged with negotiating
or with bearing Egyptian counter-proposals,

,.* /Secondly
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Secondly, if Egypt negotiates, she has to negotiate with all the Powers
using the Canal and not soiae of them, otherwise this would mean discrimination
in favour of some of those using it against the others, a matter in which
Egypt is keen on equality since she considers it an integral part of the
freedom of navigation in the Canal.

Thirdly, Egypt cannot negotiate under the threat of guns.

There is no doubt that the Committee realized all this since the first_
minute of being charged with this mission. There is also no doubt that this
is the very motive which dictated to it the terms of its mission written by
Menzies in his letter to President Abdel Nasser, namely: "Present and explain
to you*.

Within these terms of reference ... limits of presentation and
explanation, the Egyptian side did all in its power to give it every
opportunity to perform its mission and made no attempt at any tiaae to cause
it any kind of embarrassment or push it outside the boundaries of its mission
for any reason.

Egypt, made no attempt to embarrass the Committee to such a degree that
President Gamal Abdel Nasser did not want to raise with Mr. Menzies the
question of the declarations made by the Australian War Minister about
Australian forces being ready to take part in the Canal battle if force
was used against Egypt*

Ihen Mr. Menzies saw fit, of his own accord and of his own free will,
to make an explanation about these declarations. President Gamal Abdel Nasser
accepted this explanation in a true friendly spirit.

Egypt also did not attempt to push the Committee out of the boundaries
of its mission, to such a degree that the Egyptian side did not make any
attempt to contact the Committee or any one of its members outside the scope
of the official meetings. These meetings were always decided at the request
of the Committee.

All these factors helped the Committee and enabled it to perform its
mission.

Present ...» and explain .«« .

All this has gone on in an atmosphere of complete frankness,

Th© Committee has submitted and explained the plan which it brought
with it< -

What was stated in the introduction of this plan about the seriousness
of the situation?

What was stated in the introduction of this plan connected with the
dasire of looking for a peaceful solution ... ?

What was stated in the introduction of this plan about recognising
Egypt's sovereignty and not wanting to affect it?

mat was mentioned in Article 1 of this plan about reaffirming respect
of the 1888 Convention which guaranteed freedom of navigation for an
States in all times .. ?

What was mentioned in Article J> of this plan about the desire to
establish an administration for the Suez Canal in which Egypt would
participate with other States to be selected? This administration
would carry out the management in a manner to secure freedom of

,». /navigat ion
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c.
navigation and the efficiency of the Canal to face the future and
to keep the Canal far from politics and to fix passage dues :ua a
manner that would not affect the interests of its users.

Egypt did not sit silent while listening to this introduction _
explanation. to her turn, she presented and explained her pormt of view
on what was put to her,

More than that she agreed ^Tiberally, met with/ in many potots with
the Menzies Committee.

She agreed with the plan Drought by the Menzies Committee in Judging the
gravity of the situation, although she explained that she was not responsible
for Sis danger and that those who were responsible for it were those who
concentrated armies and assembled fleets,

She agreed with the plan brought by the .lenzies tordttee, .unconditionally
and without any reservation, on the point of its desire to seek a peaceful
solution.

She also agreed, unconditionally and without any reservation, on the
of adhering to Egypt's sovereignty and not wanting to affect it.

Also she agreed, unconditionally and without reservation, on
the 1888 Convention which guarantees freedom of navigation in all
for all States.

oand

The question on which Egypt did not see eye to eye with
meet Sthf the plan brought by the Committee was the establishment of the
Suez Canal Administration Board on which Egypt and other countries to be
agreed upon would be represented*

Even on this point Egypt did not just say "no". She expiated her
views taking into account not only the quest ten of sovereignty but also
practicaHonsiderations directly relating to the freedom of navigation »

the Canal,

Egypt's views on this point were as follows:

is not at all prepared to accept international control but Egypt
is prepared to accept - to an unlimited degree - international co-operation.
£ factfLyintentional board would never be the authority which^would

Wre *^™»*^ 1̂S
D.™ *„ ^n, ,n+.h it international forces to.

orders. Both

This means that the proposed international administration will not be
the end of tS problem, bSt would rcaa the begging of the problem.

8 e
Egypt is also prepared to discuss it*
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If it is a question of transit tolls to safeguard the interests of all
parties concerned, Egypt is also prepared to discuss it.

If it is a question of maintaining the Canal to good worktog order and
in keeping with progress and development to the size of ships and tankers,
Egypt is prepared to discuss it.

This is the situation in its true light up to this minute..
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S1AUG1956 u

ITALIAN HOPES OF
CONCILIATION

PRAISE FQR BRITISH
ATTITUDE

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT

ROME, AUG. 30
A short-liv.ed sensation was caused

to-day by a statement alleged to ha'vfe
been made by the Foreign Minister,
Signer Martino, to the foreign affairs
commission of the Chamber of Deputies
in his report last nijght on the London
conference, according to which the
Italian Government had advance
information from the Egyptian Govern-
ment of Colonel Nasser's intention to

'nationalize the Suez Canal Company,
this information being forwarded by
Sigftor Martino to Mr. Dulles.

In addition to an official denial issued
to-day frqrri the Palazzo Chigi, Signer
Martino in a conversation with your
Correspondent repeated the denial.

" The Italian G9vernment," he said, " has
had no communication whatsoever from
the Egyptian Government which may have
indicated the intention to nationalize the
Suez Canal Company. Our diplomatic
analysis, just as those of other countries,
had naturally realized such a possibility
after the withdrawal of financial assistance
for the construction of the Aswan dam."

, MORE OPTIMISTIC
Signor 'Martino said he is now slightly

more optimistic than he was itrimediately
after his return from the conference in
London. " I have the impression that the
tension in Cairo has diminished and that a
more conciliatory action by the Egyptian
Government may be expected when Mr.
Menzres's delegation sits down with
Colonel Nasser to Work out a solution to
the problem. I also think that the Egyptian
counter-proposal may well turn out to be
more acceptable than the minority pro-
posal submitted to the London conference
by Mr. Krishna "Menon."

Returning to the subject of the London
conference, Signor Martino highly priised
the " mature statesmanship " of Mr. Selwyn
Lloyd and the British delegation to the Suez
canal conference. The calm reasonableness
of the British delegation was one of the
major factors for the success pf the con-
ference. In spite of the fact that the" issue
is vital for Britain, it was the British dele-
gation which gave the best example of
cool-headed, clear thinking)
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li Glair AM
BISTRIBTO IQj

Septeifetr 10, 1-956
>. 9,12 p-.su-
U 11,18 p.m.

10, 1956
10, 1956

utq foreign, Pffi«, ..... telegaa* IP, ,.2036. ...of . .I.Q.
for-infoaatlon t© Washington, P.O,I»B»P*

and Saving t® Paris

•*
10 "3Khartoia

ly telegram !®» 2009 (not t© all).1

today gave greatest prominence t© texts of litters
txohaigef between Australian Prims Minister ant (ay telegrams
'Its* iOOO and 2010)*—^r^iuau iuor *»U-(0
Joint aanerancing end of talks which had been conducted
with complete 'frankness ant in an informal manner was also pblishef*
Ihrara indicated that it had supposed brief joint statenent would fe©

• gufficiilt but lasser had wanted^ to reiterate Egyptian right to
nationalise the Canal* All papers also reported Australian
Minister's description of the situation as being wry, very grave.

2, Press also prominenee t© following items. . '.•

(A) Wedge-driving coaaffit toy of Middle last lews
that, majority of Coajaittee aembtrs were conYinoed of sonntasss of
Egyptian attitude and that as a result differences had arisen,
between Gasiittie emtsiie meetings hell at Presidency, It
was certain that Menzles would fully report opinions of Com!ttee

to Preach and British Prise Ministers.

(B) report that British Minister had sent urgent
letter to Eisenhower saying that position of Americas isestber of
.Oovdttee was not consonant with full' cooperation» Rose 11
coBpented that Henderson was -.xotl power behinl the scenes
of Influence he 'could exert over delegates of Iran and Ethiopia.

(C) Hep@rt®a statement by Sudanese Foreign Minister that in
view of friendly Bthlopian-Sniwwse relations tail had txptaiaei t©
Ethiopian delegation Egyptian and Arab view point OB the Canal ant
had learned free delegation that Ethiopia, hat agreed to tsJce part
in Lonfioi Conference and Five Power Comaittee only to
interest,

(This appeared is sehaab ©f September 9).
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* almtelemm Mb, 2036 to Foreign Of flit

(B)
Minister*

Report of interview between Ifesser and Ethiopian Foreign

(1) Reports ©f series of Intern-Arab meetings in Cair© wtii@h
discussed convening of' Arab League Political Committee in Beirut
Very S09S,

(F) Continued reports emphasising flood 'of applieatl ous for
posts as Canal pilots. reported ttiat written exami&ations
fer one tenfiret applicants wonld be held today* Twenty three
Egyptians be@a appointed during

(G) Bxpressioiis ©f Arab support for Bgypt*

3, Editorial ooiaoent emphasised firmoss. of Egyptian stand*
said Nasser's letter to Menzies revealed the frankness,

strength and moderation of Egyptian attitude, Akhbar cosnentet
that provided London statesmen were literate they would find in
records ©f Nasser's meetings with Five Power Committee
incontrovertible* proof that Egypt was not recalcitrant. Shi
welcomed cooperation tat refused foreign domination. Author hinted
that real question night not b@ Canal hurt Ytalisation by
Imperialisfi that unless it destroyed Egyptian freedom it had n©
hdp® tf siirvi?iig itself. Anwar Sadat in G-omhouria quoted Istellig-

Digest and Hew State ©f September 8 as maldiig it clear that
real British aim was not to ensure freedom of navigation but t®
revise old British

Pass to Washington as my tele graft 304 and t© Paris as ay
. telegram I©.. 287.

[Repeated to Washington and Saving to Parts]

zzzz
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TO FOREIGN OFFICE

Cyph«r/OTP

Sir l»

I OFFICE

September 11, 1956,

gggS^LIg^^SilgilgSM

B. 9,20 p.a. September 11, 19.56.
S. 10.54 p.m. September 11, 1956,

Repeated for information to fl.K..B«lJffw York
r"""™"""*"""""1"""'""8'"'!
? :•/ .-:'.;•;: ̂  c,8, i Cairo

F 0 M R F.1 .V .J.J..JJ * I »

•-
[ Paris telegrams los, 30.1 and 302 and your

Suez Canal Pilots.
lo. 291$ to

V „

Rountre© has telephoaeS to at on Mr. Dalles instructions.
The Scoretary of State had heard on the oews ticker of the action
that was "being taken "by the Suez Canal Company in relation to
their employees today. Mr. Dalles feels that it would "be most
unfortunate if the pilots should leave at this time. A cardinal
aspect of the situation, in Mr. Dalles' view* has feeen that the
responsibility for any interference with the passage of the Canal
should rest'is@ioiTo©al)ly on Egypt and should not "be attributable
is any way to the West. This more might well cloufi the issue.
Mr. Rountree added that Mr, Dulles thought it essential that these
pilots should be kept together for future employment.

2. Mr. Dulles had requested my French colleague to ask :

.Ills Government to do whatever they couM to ensure that the pilots
stayed for.a few days longer.

3. 1 reiaioclea Mr. Rountree that I had warntd the Secretary
©f State oa September 9 that a oov* of this kiai was in the wind

had again told him on September 10 that arrangements wert
made to ensure that the employees were kept together.

Mr. Rouatre* said that Mr. Bulles ha<3 tot realised action was §0
IffiRlneBt, J then rtad to Mr. Itountree the statement in
paragraph 2 of your telegmm No* 291$ to Cairo showing the position
of Her Majesty's Government in this natter. Mr.SouDtree said

/that this
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that this was fin® as far as it went, "bnt was it not
possible to indicate, as tefi 'been flon© "before the London
Conference, the need for the pilots to tag OB a "bit
longer*

Jj,, My French •olleagoe lifts since telephoned to say that
hd is strongly of the opi&ion that !• present ©iroomstanees
the employees should lot fe@ allowefi to leave in the near
future and has telegraphed accordingly to Paris.

5, As you. know, I myself ha?e felt strongly that
this is an unfortunate more in view of the negotiations for
C.A.S.U,.whloh have"been in progress.

Please pass Cairo, Paris and P.O.M.E.P. as ny telegrams
los. IU, 158, ana 6? resp@eti¥©ly.

seated to Cairo, Paris, P.O.M.l.F,].

private Secretary
Sir 1, Ilrkpatrick
Mr. Nutting
Mr. Murray
Mr. loss
Kr, Flilc
Head'.of African Bepartment

of United Nations Department
Head of News Department
Head of General Department
Resident Glerk
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TO

IB Clair

Sir C.

September 10, 1956,

Mirtsstt to. FortUna Of lice

B: 11«08 a»m* September 11, 1956..
Ii 11,15 f*ffi. September 11, 1956.

IQ; I2S7 .qf.

Repeated for Information to: Beirut. Gall1©, P«0.!,S,F«*

ly immtiiatily preceding telegram* 3^|t*^-1T/t<J'v

ASdlft** today that the protest of tht West against
tht natlocalization of the Canal is timed at pating thf
way for Isrtil to usurp the remainder of Palest lne« "fhe
Arabs shotali re&ligf that the West has been conspiring
against them* low is the tint for them to retaliate"* A
TOifled feeling of support for Egypt will not "r*puls« the
tggr@gsions of States like Britain ant France who evoked
th@ "blooi of the Arab and who art knows tor their traaiti1

to tbe Arabs18. It calls for wa unanimoue decision to stop
oil supplies, the withdrawal of Iraq from the B&gdat.Pact
and the abrogation of all treaties and agreeatuts
between the Arab States ant tht Western Powers*1 •

2* Al Jihai that tht Henzies Mission was "botrod
to fail because Nasser had already.refused to acctpt
international control of the Canal 'sod because Britain emd
Fra»c« tried to threaten Egypt militirily. Britain w0alft
not "makf such a fuss" if the Canal hat bitu handed of@r
normally to Egypt IB 1968, Thi rttsoi for Htht fuss11 now
Is that Igypt is a ailitary forot whieh threatens Isratl*
"It is Israel and not the Canal whioh eocijpies the minds
of Britain and France» who attempt to strik® Egypt to

. pave the way for tht oemapttloii of the Strip by tht

JJJJJ

-»,


